Existence results are presented for second order discrete boundary value problems in abstract spaces. Our analysis uses only Sadovskii's fixed point theorem.
Introduction
This paper discusses the abstract discrete boundary value problem Here T 2 f1; 2; : : : g; N D f1; 2; : : : ; T g; N C D f0; 1; : : : ; T C1g; E is a real Banach space with norm k:k, and y : N C ! E. We will assume throughout this paper that
REMARK. Recall a map f : N ð E ! E is continuous if it is continuous as a map of the topological space N ð E into the topological space E (the topology on N will be the discrete topology).
Let C.N C ; E/ denote the class of maps w continuous on N C (discrete topology), with norm kwk 0 D max k2N C kw.k/k, that is, C.N C ; E/ D fwI w : N C ! Eg, which is a Banach space.
REMARK. Since N C is a discrete space then any mapping of N C to a topological space (in this case E) is continuous.
By a solution to (1.1) we mean a w 2 C.N C ; E/ such that w satisfies (1.1) for i 2 N and w satisfies the boundary (Dirichlet) conditions. It is worth remarking here that in fact the Dirichlet boundary data could be replaced by Sturm Liouville boundary data and the results of this paper are again guaranteed; however since only minor adjustments are needed in the analysis we will as a result omit the details.
Agarwal in [1, 2] showed if E D R and if Þ 2 C.N C ; E/; þ 2 C.N C ; E/ are respectively lower and upper solutions of (1.1) with Þ.i / Ä þ.i / for i 2 N then (1.1) has a solution y with Þ.i / Ä y.i / Ä þ.i / for i 2 N . In this paper by imposing a condition which coincides with the existence of lower and upper solutions in the scalar case we will show that the classical result in [1] can be extended to the Banach space setting. In fact our result will be new even in the finite dimensional setting, that is, when E D R n ; n > 1. Some of the ideas in this paper were motivated by the papers of Frigon and O'Regan [5, 6] concerning initial value problems in the continuous case.
We now gather together some preliminaries which will be needed in Section 2. Let E be a Banach space and E the bounded subsets of E. Let X 2 E . The diameter of X is defined by diam.X/ D supfkx yk : x; y 2 XgI here k:k is the norm in E:
The Kuratowskii measure of non-compactness is the map Þ : E ! [0; 1] defined by
Let E 1 and E 2 be two Banach spaces and let F : Y Â E 1 ! E 2 be continuous and map bounded sets into bounded sets. We call such an F an Þ-Lipschitzian map if there is a constant k ½ 0 with Þ.F.X// Ä kÞ.X/ for all bounded sets X Â Y . We also say F is a Darbo map if F is Þ-Lipschitzian with k < 1. Next we state a fixed point result due to Sadovskii [4] .
THEOREM 1.1. Let G be a closed convex subset of a Banach space E and let F : G ! G be a bounded Darbo map. Then F has a fixed point in G.
In [3] we proved the following result which will be needed in Section 2.
The semi-inner products on E are defined by
The following properties are well known [7] .
.c/ hy; xi Ä hy; xi C .
Finally we prove a very simple result which will be needed in Section 2. 
PROOF. Now
Existence theory
In this section we use Theorem 1.1 to establish two existence results for the discrete boundary value problem (1.1). 
that is,
It is well known that k p.i; y 1 / p.i; y 2 /k Ä 2ky 1 y 2 k for all y 1 ; y 2 2 E and 2 may be replaced by 1 if E is a Hilbert space.
We will now use Theorem 1.1 to show that (2.6) has a solution. Solving (2.6) is equivalent to finding a y 2 C.N C ; E/ which satisfies
where
Define the operator S : C.N C ; E/ ! C.N C ; E/ by setting
Now (2.7) is equivalent to the fixed point problem y D Sy. We claim S : C.N C ; E/ ! C.N C ; E/ is a Darbo map. To see this let be a bounded subset of C.
since if y 2 and j 2 N we have
This together with (2.3) implies
Now Theorem 1.2 implies In both cases we contradict (2.8) and so the proof is complete.
